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**ABSTRACT**

During various daily activities at home and work, hands quickly become contaminated. Some activities increase the risk of finger contamination by pathogens more than others, such as the use of toilet paper to clean up following a diarrheal episode, changing the diaper of a sick infant, blowing a nose, or touching raw food materials. Many foodborne outbreak investigation reports have identified the hands of food workers as the source of pathogens in the implicated food. The most convenient and efficient way of removing pathogens from hands is through hand washing. Important components of hand washing are potable water for rinsing and soaps to loosen microbes from the skin. Hand washing should occur after any activity that soils hands and certainly before preparing, serving, or eating food. Antimicrobial soaps are marginally more effective than plain soaps, but constant use results in a buildup of the antimicrobial compound on the skin. The time taken to wash hands and the degree of friction generated during lathering are more important than water temperature for removing soil and microorganisms. However, excessive washing and scrubbing can cause skin damage and infections. Drying hands with a towel removes pathogens first by friction during rubbing with the drying material and then by wicking away the moisture into that material. Paper rather than cloth towels should be encouraged, although single-use cloth towels are present in the washrooms of higher class hotels and restaurants. Warm air dryers remove moisture and any surface microorganisms loosened by washing from hands by evaporation while the hands are rubbed together vigorously; however, these dryers take too long for efficient use. The newer dryers with high-speed air blades can achieve dryness in 10 to 15 s without hand rubbing.

This article is the ninth in a series of articles concerning food workers and foodborne illness. In the first three articles, the authors described the types of outbreaks that were identified during a review of 816 outbreak investigation reports and discussed how workers contributed to these outbreaks. In the next three articles, the authors discussed infective doses, pathogen carriage, sources of contamination, pathogen excretion by infected persons, and transmission and survival of pathogens in food environments (72, 220–224). The seventh article contained an outline of the various barriers, some more effective than others, created to prevent microbial and physical contaminants from reaching food during production and preparation (226). The eighth article considered the benefits and liabilities of glove use (223). The present article includes the rationale for hand hygiene and the need for removing as much soil as possible from the hands, the use of different hand soap types, the conditions for effective hand washing, and the importance of complete drying of the hands. After leaving home and arriving at work, food workers must wash their hands effectively before starting food preparation so pathogens are not transferred to food from the home and outdoor environments.

Episodes of diarrhea frequently occur in all populations. In the United Kingdom, an estimated one in five persons experiences an intestinal infectious disease episode per year, with similar rates in the remainder of Europe (237). A telephone-based population survey conducted in 1996 and 1997 across U.S. FoodNet sites revealed about 1.4 episodes of diarrhea per person per year (87) compared with an apparent improvement to 0.72 episodes for the years 1998 and 1999 (95). However, Imhoff et al. (95) stated that the differences probably could be explained by the questions asked (diarrhea alone and vomiting and diarrhea) and the different populations surveyed rather than any real change in patterns. In a later study in four developed countries, Scallon et al. (200) found that at least one episode of diarrhea was reported by 7.6% of respondents in Canada, 7.6% of respondents in the United States, 6.4% of respondents in Australia, and 3.4% of respondents in Ireland for a 4-week study period. These percentages
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translate to approximately one episode of diarrhea per year for each person in the United States and Canada and a slightly lower rate for Australia. These surveys indicate that the incidence of intestinal infectious disease with diarrhea is unacceptably high for developed countries.

A large percentage of these illnesses are contracted in the home (28). Child care givers in England washed their hands with soap after changing a dirty diaper only on 42% of observed occasions, and one in five toilet users did not wash their hands with soap afterward (43). After diapers were changed, fecal contamination was found in living rooms, bathrooms, and kitchens and on faucets and soap dispensers. A study of illness transmission in Boston, MA, households with children enrolled in child care centers revealed that although both gastrointestinal and respiratory illnesses are frequently transmitted between family members, only two-thirds of survey respondents correctly believed that contact transmission was important for spread of colds, and less than half thought contact transmission was important for spread of gastrointestinal illnesses such as the ‘‘stomach flu’’ (121). There was limited understanding of how changing diapers or eating foods prepared by a person with gastroenteritis were risk factors for becoming infected with a pathogen. Parents reported washing their hands very frequently after changing a diaper or using the toilet, although they did not necessarily believe that fecal-oral transmission was important. However, the authors thought it was also likely that the parents overreported the frequency of hand washing after bathroom use because of perceived social expectations. Most respondents used soap; only 8% of respondents reported using alcohol gels ‘‘most’’ of the time following potential fecal contamination of hands. However, the authors stated that the effectiveness of soaps and alcohol against enteric pathogens depends on the agent involved and the product and that alcohol is an excellent virucide when used for rotavirus-contaminated surfaces but is not as effective against noroviruses. Hand washing with plain soap may actually further spread virus contamination.

Food workers may have their hands contaminated from various sources, even if they are not suffering from enteric infections or are asymptomatic carriers. Food workers have their hands frequently contaminated with Staphylococcus aureus (48), Listeria monocytogenes (99), coliforms and staphylococci (92), Escherichia coli (181), and Salmonella (49). Staphylococci are common colonizers of the nasopharynx and can be transferred via mucus and saliva to hands when the face is touched, which frequently occurs (222, 223). Danielsson and Hellberg (46) found that in clinically well meat workers, enterotoxin-producing S. aureus and Staphylococcus epidermidis were present in 22% of nasal swabs, 6% of throat swabs, and 4 of 16 superficial skin lesions. They also found that 42% of workers with ‘‘slight colds’’ harbored staphylococcal species in their noses. Unlike hand contamination with staphylococci from the nasopharynx, the enteric bacteria that contaminate the hands of food workers more often are associated with raw foods of animal origin rather than poor personal hygiene after visiting the toilet. In contrast, workers in plants preparing foods from nonanimal sources, e.g., vegetables, cookies, or chocolate, or in offices or laboratories have relatively few Enterobacteriaceae contaminants on their hands (181, 208). Workers must be particularly dedicated to proper hand hygiene to avoid contamination of foods during preparation.

### HAND WASHING

**Rationale for hand washing.** Hand washing is both an aesthetic and sanitary process that removes dead skin cells, sweat, sebaceous secretions, associated resident bacteria, transient microorganisms, and any organic material adhering to the hands. Price (186) proposed that there are two sets of bacterial flora: resident and transient. The transient organisms include the pathogenic bacteria, viruses, and parasites obtained through contact with other persons, the environment (including water, sewage, and animals), unprocessed food or ingredients, and food contact surfaces. An effective hand wash method should remove most transient and resident microorganisms and is typically facilitated by the use of soaps, detergents, and antimicrobial compounds. However, hand washing never achieves sterility because of the presence of the resident skin flora, and hands can become recontaminated with transients immediately after the washing and drying process if they come in contact with a contaminated surface or an infected person. However, some antimicrobial soaps will inhibit transient bacteria from attaching if these soaps have been used over a period of time and compound residues have built up on the skin. The efficacy of microbial removal depends on the type and level of microbial and organic matter contamination present, the use of potable versus nonpotable water, the wash time, the type and volume of soap used, the extent to which the fingers, palms, backs of hands, subungual area beneath the nails, and wrists are exposed to the washing process, and the amount and vigorousness of the rubbing of fingers and palms during rinsing. The principles of hand washing are universal; they do not change because of gender, skin color, or size of the hand. Thus, the information in this article applies to all persons involved in the food or health care industries, and these hygiene measures also should be encouraged at home.

Many studies have been conducted to demonstrate that hand washing can be effective for removing bacteria from hands and reducing the spread of foodborne illness and respiratory disease in numerous household situations (3, 79, 81, 90, 100, 180, 183, 202, 214, 227, 243). When these hand hygiene studies were evaluated as a group, diarrheal infections were reduced by 41% (standard deviation, 24%). Diarrheal and respiratory infections and absences were reduced by averages of 32, 23, and 36%, respectively, in another composite grouping of 25 group hand hygiene studies conducted at child care centers (15, 16, 22, 34, 36, 104, 106, 109, 170, 185, 195, 230), schools (29, 53, 75, 80, 88, 101, 138, 164, 166, 198, 229, 240) and colleges (122, 238, 239) that had hand hygiene programs focused on frequent washing with soap and water and/or use of alcohol sanitizers. These findings of these studies indicate that hand
washing can be effective for reducing but does not eliminate disease transmission (149).

The concept of hand washing in actual practice varies considerably from extensive scrubbing to a brief rinse of the hand (48, 151). Thumbs, palms, spaces between fingers, and fingertips (including the fingernail area) are areas where contamination is most likely to remain.

A hygienic water source, typically potable water from a piped system or deep well, is vital for effective hand washing. Even in developing countries with limited resources, spread of disease can be limited by proper hygiene. A successful program of hygiene promotion must identify and target only those few practices that are the major source of risk in any setting. In regions where sanitary waste disposable systems are limited, safe stool disposal (a primary barrier to transmission) may be more important than hand washing before eating, which constitutes a secondary barrier (45).

An investigation of epidemic cholera in West Africa revealed that hand washing by all family members with consistent use of soap had a protective effect against cholera (215), and hand washing by families, specifically after defecation, was associated with reduced risk of the disease. However, even with contaminated water in slum settings, hand washing with soap measurably improved women’s hand cleanliness (129). Curtis and Cairncross (44) analyzed 17 studies of hand hygiene in different nations, mostly developing countries. These authors found that hand washing could reduce the risk of diarrheal illness by 42 to 47% and claimed that hand washing would avert approximately one million deaths. However, most of these 17 surveys had methodological flaws, such as relying on oral reports; only 2 contained observational studies and none had compliance data for washing. Unfortunately, conditions in developing countries may not have improved substantially since that study.

Lopez-Quintero et al. (127) assessed hand washing behaviors and intentions among school children in Bogotá, Colombia, to help identify and overcome barriers to proper hygiene practices. Only 33.6% of those surveyed reported always or very often washing hands with soap and clean water before eating and after using the toilet and that only about 7% of students reported regular access to soap and clean water at school. Students with proper hand washing behavior were less likely to report previous-month gastrointestinal symptoms or previous-year school absenteeism. The authors concluded that even though there may have been a willingness to wash hands among students, scarcity of adequate facilities in most schools prevented children from adopting proper hygienic behavior.

**Removal of soil.** The bioburden of hands can be visible or not and may require different hygienic steps to remove it. Visibly soiled hands are typically those with visible dirt or contamination with proteinaceous material, blood, other body fluids (e.g., fecal material or urine), or food (e.g., meat protein). The first step in hand washing is removal of the bioburden, which is typically composed of inanimate material with trapped microorganisms. Water soluble material is easier to remove than fat, oil, or grease, but soaps can facilitate the removal of these lipid substances. Variables affecting hand hygiene efficacy include soil type, contamination level, microorganism(s) of concern, hand washing agent (antimicrobial versus nonantimicrobial soaps and sanitizers), scrubbing and rinsing procedures, drying method, duration of washing, duration of drying, and frequency of carrying out the procedure. Transient flora are generally removed easily, whereas resident species are more difficult.

Hand hygiene practices of food workers are dependent on the type of work involved and the type and nature of the soil. Soil has already been partly discussed in a previous article (222). The contamination level of hands after toilet use, changing diapers, or handling contaminated raw foods and food packing material can all contribute to soil containing up to 1 million enteric bacteria per hand (135). Most surface microorganisms are easily flushed off with washing, but some remain in cracks, crevices, skin folds, and nail regions. When *E. coli* and *Pseudomonas fluorescens* were mixed with ground beef and rubbed onto hands, 75% of the organisms were removed with tap water and 95% were removed with a single hand washing episode using a soap with a mild antimicrobial agent (former E1 designation, see “Soaps” section) (204). *Campylobacter* was removed by washing with water or soap as long as hands were dried with paper towels afterward, providing physical removal; when hands were simply shaken dry, *Campylobacter* was still detectable (40). *Giardia* can be removed from hands with soap and hand washing; when 10,000 cysts were placed in the palm of the hand, hand washing eliminated 99% of them (134). Hand drying would have removed many of the remaining 100 cysts.

Leyden et al. (123) developed a new approach to quantifying the bacterial flora on the hand surface by using computer-assisted image analysis of bacterial growth of large full-hand touch plates. Image analysis pixel intensity values were significantly correlated ($P < 0.0001$) with CFUs determined by the glove juice method (231). Image analysis of impressions from hands treated with various antimicrobial agents in detergent bases revealed that 4% chlorhexidine gluconate produced a 96% reduction after 30 s of washing and 98% reduction after 3 min of washing, 7.5% povidone-iodine and 1% triclosan produced 77 and 70% reductions after 3 min of washing, respectively, and 70% isopropanol produced a 98% reduction after 30 s of washing.

To measure the type of soil encountered in a food processing or food service environment, Charbonneau et al. (39) built on the methodology of Leyden et al. (123) and had volunteers handle raw chicken or ground meat. After handling the meat, hands were allowed to dry for 1 min before being cleaned, to represent a typical scenario encountered during food preparation activities. The bacteria transferred during typical food preparation activities before and after washing with sanitizers was quantified. A 20-s wash with nonmedicated liquid soap and water was more effective for removing bacteria from the palms of hands than was an application of gel sanitizer containing 70% alcohol.
When both products were used in sequence more bacteria were transferred, and Charbonneau et al. suggested that the use of alcohol on hands after washing may actually increase the transfer rate of bacteria that are normally sequestered, possibly deeper in layers of skin. This hypothesis is counter to the recommendations of the Food Code (235), that state that alcohol-based hand rubs should be used only in combination with hand washing before and after handling food. Triclosan significantly reduced bacterial levels, but concentrations greater than 1.0% did not increase efficacy substantially. For some volunteers, a significant amount of bacteria remained on their hands after washing with plain soap and water for 15 s, possibly because of poor washing technique or because of the condition of the skin.

To reduce the potential for bacterial transfer, food workers may need to wash their hands for longer than 15 s or may need to wash more often (225). Thorough rinsing is important because this action also removes potential skin irritants and contact sensitizers originating in food, soaps, metals, and facility disinfectants that could lead to dermatitis. Rinsing with hot water >120°F (49°C) may cause scalding, irritation, pain, removal of the protective fatty layer, cracking, fissures, and possible pathogen colonization, which can discourage future hand washing and result in subsequent increases in microbial counts on hand surfaces (154).

**Hand hygiene products.** There are no universally accepted definitions for hand hygiene products, and these products are not usually listed in government agency documents. Because the terminology has changed over the years and is confusing to those not using these products on a regular basis, the following are frequently used terms and definitions based on data from two Web sites (11, 187).

1. An alcohol-based hand rub (ABHR) contains alcohol (in a lotion, rinse, gel, or foam) and is designed for application to the hands to reduce the growth of microorganisms. Such preparations may contain one or more types of alcohol with excipients (inactive substances used as carriers for the active ingredients of a medication), other active ingredients, and humectants (emollients or moisturizers, e.g., propylene glycol).
2. Antimicrobial soap (or detergent) contains an antiseptic agent at a concentration sufficient to reduce or inhibit the growth of microorganisms.
3. An antiseptic agent is an antimicrobial substance applied to the skin to reduce the microbial flora or inhibit the growth of microorganisms. Examples include alcohols, chlorhexidine gluconate, chlorine derivatives, iodine, parachlorometaxylenol, chloroxylenol, quaternary ammonium compounds, and triclosan. Antiseptics were formerly called sanitizers in some settings, and the term is still in use today.
4. Detergents (surfactants) are compounds that possess a cleaning action. They are composed of hydrophilic and lipophilic parts and can be divided into four groups: anionic, cationic, amphoteric, and nonionic. Detergents are often referred to as soaps in everyday language.
5. Hand hygiene is a general term that applies to hand washing, an antiseptic hand wash, an antiseptic hand rub, or surgical hand antisepsis.
6. Moisturizers and emollients are materials added to hand creams to improve their performance and the feel of the skin. Moisturizers add moisture to the skin, and emollients provide a softening or soothing effect, smoothing dry and scaly skin areas.
7. Plain soap is a detergent that does not contain antimicrobial agents or that contains very low concentrations of antimicrobial agents that are effective solely as preservatives.
8. Prewash (barrier) cream is a moisturizing hand cream with good barrier properties against water and aqueous solutions.
9. Substantivity is an attribute of certain active ingredients that adhere to the stratum corneum (i.e., that remain on the skin after rinsing or drying) to provide an inhibitory effect on the growth of bacteria remaining on the skin.
10. Waterless antiseptic agents do not require the use of exogenous water; a typical example is an ABHR. After application, the individual rubs the hands together until the agent has dried and by this process reduces the number of viable microorganisms on the hands. The term includes different types of hand rubs (liquid formulations, gels, foams, leaflets, towelettes, and wipes).

**Soaps.** Soaps have been recommended for cleaning the body for centuries and more recently, since the advent of the “germ theory,” to loosen dirt and remove microorganisms from hands in the home, the health care environment, and food processing and food service operations (150). Natural soaps are sodium or potassium salts of fatty acids, originally made by boiling lard or other animal fat with lye or potash (potassium hydroxide). Hydrolysis of the fats and oils occurs, yielding glycerol and crude soap. Soap acts as an emulsifier, suspending oil and dirt and allowing them to be washed off; it decreases water surface tension and binds to dirt, oil, and bacteria. Hard water reduces the effectiveness of soaps. Strong detergents are more effective than soaps for cleaning with hard water because these detergents contain a synthetic surfactant and other chemicals that may improve the cleaning ability. Such detergents are not usually used for hand cleaning. Milder detergents are the most frequently used agents for hand washing and are typically called soaps.

Antibacterial agents, which have been added to soaps in recent years, inactivate pathogens more effectively than does soap alone. Employee (“E”) classifications were once used to describe and categorize antimicrobial hand soaps and sanitizing compounds. This E classification system was applied to U.S. Department of Agriculture–approved hand washing products in meat processing plants but was discontinued in 1998 (the classifications are now maintained by NSF International), although some researchers still use the E classification in their publications. Bland or plain soap is a nonantimicrobial soap. E1 is a weak antimicrobial product, and E2 products contain the equivalent of 50 ppm...
of chlorine. Triclosan, triclocarban-trichlorocarbamide, and parachlorometaxylenol-chloroxylenol are commonly used for their antibacterial and deodorant activities in consumer cleansing products.

Antimicrobial soaps are considered drugs and are regulated by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) because they are intended to inhibit or kill certain skin flora (78, 234). However, the effectiveness of these different types of soaps and detergents is still being researched. Gillespy and Thorpe (63) found that germicidal soaps or pework creams were not remarkably more effective than ordinary soap for reducing the numbers of bacteria transferable from the skin to handled objects. More recent experiments have confirmed this finding: removal of transient microorganisms with either plain soap or soap with an antibacterial compound was not significantly different (P > 0.05), with reductions of 39.5 to 43.9% for plain soap and 43.8 to 52.4% for an antibacterial soap (163). Washing with a nonantimicrobial soap removes most transients, whereas soaps that include a disinfectant are additionally effective at lowering the resident organism population (52, 56). Products that have a detergent effect alone or a disinfection action alone did not perform as well as did the combination products, and dirt and grease must be washed off for adequate disinfection of the skin.

Adequate exposure time is also important for soaps with antimicrobial compounds to be effective. When hand washing frequency requirements range from 5 to 30 times per 8-h shift (30, 31), soap selection is extremely important to maintain compliance. The selection of hand washing products should be determined by specific efficacy requirements for the particular venue, pathogen considerations, and frequency of washing. When frequent hand washing is needed, a gentle product is required for acceptance by personnel. Soaps should have good lathering ability, acceptable scent, and consistency and should not contain components that will cause skin irritation or dryness. Newer formulations contain emollients and additional antimicrobial active ingredients. In the United States, all ingredients must comply with FDA indirect food additive regulations and must be listed in the Approved Drug Products with Therapeutic Equivalence Evaluations (234) or have active antimicrobial ingredients listed in the FDA monograph for over-the-counter health care antiseptic drug products (55). In Europe, disinfectants and antiseptics are regulated by the European Committee for Standardization. These products are registered based on standard tests for bactericidal, virucidal, fungicidal, and other biological activities on surfaces and in suspension (133). Although the addition of emollients has resulted in products with a wide level of acceptability, sticky emollient residues build up on hands and can pick up and transfer microbial contaminants (54, 157). The materials used to make lavatory brushes and mops, e.g., nylon, methacryloyl isocyanate styrene, polyurethane, polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride, and acetate, inactivate some antimicrobial ingredients in soaps or sanitizers (41, 141).

The benefit of chlorhexidine gluconate (CHG) is not in its fast action during a 15-s wash but in its long-term effect. After repeated use over several days, the residual effect substantially reduced the normal skin microflora (119). The possibility that long-term use of antibacterial compounds such as triclosan can lead to antibiotic resistance in bacteria has raised concerns for regular users of antimicrobial soaps. However, no evidence of antibiotic resistance was found by Drankiewicz and Dundes (51) for staphylococci and several gram-negative bacterial species isolated from hands of individuals in a community setting.

Soaps containing triclosan in the concentrations commonly used in community settings (0.1 to 0.45%, wt/vol) may not be any more effective than plain soap for preventing infections and reducing bacterial levels on the hands (2). According to Fuls et al. (58), antimicrobial hand soaps are more effective for removing enteric bacteria than are nonantimicrobial soaps, but these authors found that wash time and soap volume also were important factors. The transfer of 8.02 log CFU of E. coli to plastic balls following a 15-s hand wash with antimicrobial soap resulted in bacterial counts of 2.49 log CFU compared with 4.22 log CFU (P < 0.001) on balls held by hands washed with nonantimicrobial soap. Increasing the wash time from 15 to 30 s reduced Shigella flexneri on hands by 2.90 to 3.33 log CFU (P = 0.086) for the antimicrobial soap compared with 1.67 to 1.72 log CFU (P > 0.6) for nonantimicrobial soap. Increasing the soap volume positively impacted bacterial reductions for both the antimicrobial (3.83-log reduction, P < 0.001) and the nonantimicrobial (1.08-log reduction) soaps. This indicates that nonantimicrobial soaps are less active than those containing antimicrobial compounds, but their effectiveness can be improved with longer wash time and greater soap volume. Larson et al. (118) found that the range of soap volumes used for hand washing was 1 to 3 ml and that 3 ml of antiseptic soap resulted in a significantly greater reduction in log microbial counts than did 1 ml of soap. In 2008, feedback obtained via an electronic questionnaire sent by Campden BRI to more than 1,000 representatives of Campden food industries worldwide indicated that the majority (67%) of personnel used at least 3 ml of soap to wash their hands (208).

The possibility of the development of antimicrobial resistance in the resident flora due to long-term exposure to antibacterial compounds has raised concerns (197), especially the risk of triclosan cross-resistance among different species of bacteria (2). However, this type of antimicrobial resistance has not yet been demonstrated in operational settings (30).

Effect of friction during hand washing. Friction is well known as one of the most important elements in hand washing, dislodging microflora from the skin surface during both the washing and rinsing stages (186). Antimicrobial agents in soaps have too little contact time to have bactericidal effects during a single use or with sporadic washings, making the mechanical aspect and friction the most important part of hand washing (213). In several experiments, hand washing with water alone was more effective for removing bacteria applied to hands than was washing with water and soap because of the greater friction...
used during the water washing (21, 40, 50, 154, 199, 201). Unfortunately, any aspect of the hand washing process that decreases friction (e.g., soft water versus hard water, soft bristle brushes versus coarse bristle brushes) and any type of soap by its nature will reduce the mechanical removal of any microflora, particularly when hands are soiled (186). Wipes also decrease friction (153).

Cleaning long and artificial fingernails. Outbreaks have been linked to workers with long or artificial fingernails, which are very difficult to clean even with appropriate soaps, hand rubs, or gels (224). An outbreak of *Serratia marcescens* infection in cardiovascular surgery patients was associated with a surgical nurse who wore artificial nails (176). A more recent outbreak among hemodialysis patients was traced to a nurse who was carrying *S. marcescens* under an artificial fingernail (64). The *S. marcescens* strains isolated from the five patients and the nurse were identical.

In laboratory studies, McNeil et al. (143) found that significantly more health care workers with artificial acrylic nails had pathogens remaining after hand cleansing with soap or gel than did those without such nails. Artificial nails also are a common cause of onychomycosis, which can lead to an increased risk of transmission of microbial infections (205).

In a study to determine differences in microflora under the nails of health care workers wearing painted artificial nails and those with unpainted natural nails, significantly more workers with artificial nails had pathogens remaining after hand cleansing with soap or gel than did those without such nails. Artificial nails also are a common cause of onychomycosis, which can lead to an increased risk of transmission of microbial infections (205).

In a study to determine differences in microflora under the nails of health care workers wearing painted artificial nails and those with unpainted natural nails, significantly more workers with artificial nails had pathogens remaining after hand cleansing with soap or gel than did those without such nails. Artificial nails also are a common cause of onychomycosis, which can lead to an increased risk of transmission of microbial infections (205).

In a study to determine differences in microflora under the nails of health care workers wearing painted artificial nails and those with unpainted natural nails, significantly more workers with artificial nails had pathogens remaining after hand cleansing with soap or gel than did those without such nails. Artificial nails also are a common cause of onychomycosis, which can lead to an increased risk of transmission of microbial infections (205).

Mcginley et al. (142) isolated staphylococci from under the nails of all 26 adult volunteers examined. Most strains were coagulase negative, but 2 of 26 strains were *S. aureus*. Other gram-negative bacteria (e.g., *Pseudomonas, Enterobacter*, and *Serratia*), yeasts, and molds also were commonly isolated from the subungual region. The subungual spaces had an average of 5.39 log CFU compared with 2.55 to 3.53 log CFU for other hand sites, indicating that these are the areas most difficult to keep clean.

In another study, Lin et al. (125) used nonpathogenic *E. coli* and feline calicivirus as bacterial and viral indicators, respectively, to assess the efficacy of different hand washing practices. Hands and nails were washed with tap water, regular liquid soap, antibacterial liquid soap, alcohol-based hand antiseptic gel (equivalent to an ABHR), regular liquid soap followed by alcohol gel, or regular liquid soap plus a nailbrush. The greatest reduction of inoculated microbial populations was obtained by washing with liquid soap plus a nailbrush, and the least reduction was obtained by rubbing hands with the alcohol gel. This finding seems to contradict the results of McNeil et al. (143). Lower but not significantly different (*P > 0.05*) reductions of *E. coli* and feline calicivirus counts were obtained from beneath artificial fingernails than from beneath natural fingernails. Significantly higher *E. coli* and feline calicivirus counts were recovered from hands with artificial nails than from hands with natural nails both before and after hand washing.

Chipped fingernail polish or fingernail polish worn for more than 4 days fosters increased bacterial numbers on the nails (18, 246). Microbial cell numbers also were correlated with fingernail length, with higher numbers beneath longer nails. In fingernail studies, overall lower levels of *E. coli* were removed from artificial than from natural nails, and a significant improvement (*P ≤ 0.05*) over all other methods occurred when a nailbrush was used, including a soap wash followed by use with alcohol hand antisepsics.

These results indicate that best practices for fingernail sanitation by food workers include maintaining short fingernails and scrubbing them with soap and a nailbrush while washing hands. The best practice for fingernails is to maintain short, healthy, natural nails without polish because these nails are more easily cleaned, reducing the risk of microbial transmission and decreasing the incidence of glove tears (96). Current guidelines call for the use of gloves when food service workers have artificial nails and handle food (233). According to the Food Code (235), artificial nails are prohibited for food workers unless gloves are worn.

**Duration and frequency of hand washing.** Hand washing efficiency is affected by two aspects of hand washing: how well (soaps, friction, and duration) and how often (frequency) it is done. Both aspects are important for limiting hand contamination. The duration of the hand washing process is a critical factor for removing microorganisms, as has been demonstrated through experiments conducted with hands artificially contaminated with pathogens or their indicator organisms. A 2.54- and 2.80-log reduction of *S. aureus* and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, respectively, was achieved after 30 s of hand washing (128). In another study (208), a 30-s wash was better for removing *E. coli* from hands than was a 15-s wash. The average reduction achieved by 38 volunteers in three replicate trials of a standardized hand washing protocol based on EN 1499 (9) was 2.25 log CFU for 15 s and 2.42 log CFU for 30 s. Although these data reveal a significant difference (*P = 0.036*) between 15- and 30-s washes, in everyday practice the difference is not meaningful. In other experiments, microbial counts have increased after hand washing (38, 113, 124, 172), as discussed by Guzewich and Ross (78). However, these scenarios tended to be situations

...
in which there was an extended wash period. Chamberlain et al. (38) found more microorganisms on hands after a 3-min hand washing than after a 10-s hand washing. The lengthy wash time probably both removed the transient microorganisms and disrupted the upper epidermis layers to release the underlying resident organisms. However, this higher number of residual microorganisms was found only when the transient bacterial population was low, and lengthy wash times rarely occur in food worker operations (wash time is more likely 30 s or less). Most pathogens of concern are transient and would be removed earlier in the wash process. The 2009 version of the Food Code (235) states that hands and arms should be washed for at least 20 s, with 10 to 15 s of vigorous scrubbing, and that individuals must use a paper towel or other barrier when touching surfaces to prevent recontamination of hands after washing.

Hand washing times of 15 to 30 s have been recommended by different agencies around the world with slightly different emphases. The Canadian Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-term Care (175) recommends 15 s, and the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (35) advises washing hands with warm water and soap for 15 to 20 s after handling raw food of animal origin. The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) (37) recommend the use of soap and clean running water for 20 s. The New Zealand Food Safety Authority (167) uses the 20+20 rule: wash hands for 20 s with soap and hot water and dry for 20 s with a clean, dry towel or paper towel. However, in a national survey in shopping centers, only 7.8% of persons who washed their hands did so for at least 20 s, and only 1.3% practiced the 20+20 recommendation. The World Health Organization (245) stated that 20 to 30 s is necessary to disinfect the hands with an alcohol-based formulation, and 40 to 60 s total should be used for washing hands with soap and water, rinsing, and drying them. These wash times are sometimes popularized by advertisements suggesting that everyone recite the alphabet or sing the “Happy Birthday” song or a similar-length ditty during washing to obtain maximum pathogen removal (4).

Association guidelines also vary. The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) protocol (6) is as follows: wet hands under warm water (100 to 108 °F [38 to 42 °C]), apply 3 ml of hand washing product, rub vigorously over all hand surfaces concentrating on interdigital spaces and nail beds, apply a small amount of water, and lather for 15 s, rinse for 30 s, and dry with a clean paper towel. The CDC, in its guidelines for hand washing and hospital environmental control (61), recommended that plain soap be used for routine hand washing, with a vigorous rubbing of all surfaces of lathered hands for at least 10 s followed by thorough rinsing under a stream of water. The American Society for Microbiology (5) recommends vigorous scrubbing for 10 to 15 s, and the Association for Professionals in Infection Control and Epidemiology (14) recommends 15 to 20 s of vigorous hand washing. Ojajärvi (173) found that hand washing for 2 min removed only 3% more transient microorganisms than did a 15-s wash, and Rotter (196) found a 0.6- to 1.1-log reduction in microbial flora after 15 s and a corresponding 1.8- to 2.8-log reduction after 30 s, both indicating diminishing returns after 30 s. Washing for too long may damage the skin, and Chamberlain et al. (38) found that washing for 3 min brings the skin resident flora to the surface, increasing the number of microorganisms recovered from hands.

Observations of workers in different settings have revealed that less time is spent on actual washing than has been recommended. In health care settings, washing times ranged from 4.7 to 48 s in 17 studies of 11 to 1,016 wash events, for a typical time of 9.5 s (17, 32, 59, 68, 70, 108, 111, 120, 130, 145, 169, 184, 188, 219). Although most of the studies were conducted in the United States and the United Kingdom, health care personnel in five developing countries had similar wash times. The lowest recorded average time was about 5 s, for nurses in the United Kingdom and in medical and surgical wards in Saudi Arabia (17, 69). Fewer observations were made of workers in food preparation settings, but wash times were similar to those of health care staff (5 to 15 s; mean, 9 s) (8, 27, 33, 203, 228). As expected, without supervision people tend to wash their hands for even shorter times and minimally. Wash times in public rest rooms ranged from 4 to 12 s, with an average of about 9 s, for sample sizes of 52 to 292 wash events (33, 51, 103, 188, 228). Three studies in schools produced mean wash times of 8 s (33, 51, 228). Apparently, the worst offenders rarely wash for <5 s, but this short time may be sufficient to only loosen the soil and not remove it, and subsequent transfer of microorganisms to the next surfaces touched may be easier than if the hands had remained dry and unwashed. Under these conditions, it is questionable whether a quick wetting is better than no washing, but there are also many situations where no washing was observed.

Limited studies have been conducted on frequency of hand washing, especially in food processing, preparation, and service operations. Specific studies have indicated how often persons washed their hands after using the rest room or toilet in public, school, and household settings. Only 58 to 92% of these individuals washed with water, and of those who used water, only 8 to 50% also used soap (20, 35, 51, 74, 76, 103, 228). Where the gender of the participants was known, males washed 48 to 71% (mean, 59%) of the time; females washed 58 to 92% (mean, 76%) of the time. However, the difference was less apparent in their use of soap: males used soap 30% of the time, and females used soap 25% of the time. These data can be compared with the only food service worker observations reported (United States), in which workers of both sexes washed 32% of the time, and those who washed used soap 28% of the time (sample size, 231) (71). Overall, the average time taken to wash hands was 9 s, and 58% of individuals washed for 7 to 11 s. These findings suggest no real differences between worker wash habits and those of the general public and school children, indicating that less than one-third of workers washed their hands and fewer used soap after any number of potentially contaminating events in food preparation settings. Japanese researchers divided the wash period into prewash (water only), soap lathering, and rinsing (228). Prewash was rarely done; soap lathering lasted 2 to 6 s (mean, 3.5 s), and rinse lasted 3 to 8 s (mean, 6 s). When
only water was used, the wash time was even shorter: 2 to 5 s (mean, 3 s), essentially a quick wetting of the hands. Similar wash times with water only (4.4 to 5 s) were observed in the United Kingdom and the United States (8, 103).

A more recent and extensive survey on frequency of hand washing by the public was conducted in August 2007 using both telephone interviews for self-reporting and observations of on-site behavior (212). Although 92% (95% in 2000) of adult Americans self-reported always washing their hands after using a public restroom and 86% (86% in 2000) self-reported always washing their hands after using the bathroom in their home, only one-quarter (25%) self-reported always washing their hands after handling money, and one-third (34%) self-reported always washing their hands after coughing or sneezing. Only 73 and 78% stated they washed their hands after changing a diaper or before handling or eating food, respectively. Diaper changing presents a risk for transfer of pathogens to the caregiver’s hands. For example, Gibson et al. (62) found *Shigella* at $10^5$ to $10^9$ CFU/g in feces of infected children, and $10^2$ to $10^6$ CFU/g can occur in asymptomatic infants; 0.1 g can easily remain on the hands after a soiled diaper has been changed. These authors estimated that the risk of illness spread from infected babies to others ranged from 24 in 100 to 21 in 100,000 persons, depending on how much *Shigella* is present in the diaper feces and what kind of soap is being used for hand washing after diaper changing. Individuals with a higher level of education were more diligent about washing their hands after using a public restroom or changing diapers, but those with lower incomes tended to be more likely to wash after petting a dog or a cat and before handling or eating food.

In the same month (August 2007), Harris Interactive observed the behavior of 6,076 adults (3,065 men and 3,011 women) in public restrooms at six locations (sports facilities, train stations, ferry terminal, and museums) in four major U.S. cities and recorded whether the adults washed their hands after using the facilities (212). Because the same sites were used in the 2005 survey, the results could be compared. The proportion of men observed washing their hands fell from 75% in 2005 to 66% in 2007; the decrease was less extreme in women, from 90% in 2005 to 88% in 2007. In 2003, the observations of 7,451 individuals in public restrooms located in six major airports revealed a 78% compliance rate for washing hands, ranging from 71% in New York City to 96% in Toronto. York et al. (248) found that the frequency of hand washing at appropriate times in food preparation during peak business hours was low (30%) but increased after employee training (38%) and after introduction of specific interventions to encourage good food safety practices (54%).

**Hand washing water temperature.** Common sense suggests that water temperatures between 110 and 120°F (43 and 49°C) should be used for washing and rinsing hands (as hot as is comfortable), and for many years sanitarions have specified that the hands of food service workers should be washed and rinsed in warm or hot water to reduce the risk of cross-contamination and disease transmission. However, the use of water at these temperatures has not been supported by research. Hand washing with water at higher temperatures may contribute to skin damage when frequent hand washing is required, and insistence on hot water usage may be a deterrent to hand washing compliance. As early as 1938, Price (186) found that water temperature did not make a difference in removal of resident microflora when a brush was used aggressively.

Michaels and coworkers (154, 159, 160) later found specifically that water temperature is not influential in hand hygiene efficacy when plain or antimicrobial soaps are used, and there was no significant difference in resident microflora removal rates between washing and rinsing with 70 and 120°F (21 and 49°C) water. These researchers employed the "glove juice" technique to recover microorganisms from hands. In these experiments, hands were placed in polyethylene bags rather than gloves to which was added a stripping solution containing 1% triton. Hands were then massaged for 60 s, and an aliquot of rinsate was removed for bacterial enumeration. The procedure was based on an FDA methodology (231). Uninoculated sterile tryptic soy broth or hamburger meat was used to study the effects of treatment temperatures (4.4, 12.8, 21.1, 35, or 48.9°C) on the reduction of resident microflora, and tryptic soy broth or hamburger meat inoculated with *S. marcescens* was used to evaluate treatment effects on the reduction of transient contamination. No significant differences in bacterial reductions of either resident or transient bacteria were found for any of the washing and rinsing temperatures during normal hand washing with a nonantimicrobial soap. Therefore, the authors recommended that because efficacy is not markedly improved at the higher temperatures but there is a risk of skin damage, requirements for specific hand washing water temperature should be relaxed below stated regulatory levels of 110 to 120°F (43 to 49°C) to improve acceptance of frequent hand washing by food workers as required for operational purposes. The authors argued that the vigorous friction during washing is more effective for removal of bacteria than is the type of soap, the length of the wash time, or the temperature of the water.

In subsequent experiments with antimicrobial soaps containing different active ingredients, researchers found a slight but insignificant difference in efficacy between 85 and 110°F (29.4 and 43°C) water, whereas measures of skin damage increased but also insignificantly (159). Conversely, washing and rinsing hands at excessively low temperatures, equivalent to those found in a refrigerated cutting room, is uncomfortable and also may result in poor hand washing compliance. The 2001 FDA Food Code amended the 1999 version by decreasing the recommended water temperature for hand washing to 100°F (37.7°C) based on the ASTM standards for evaluating hand washing formulations (7, 232). Laestadius and Dimberg (110) in a letter to the editor of the *Journal of Occupational and Environmental Medicine* reviewed the literature concerning temperature of hand washing and the skin damage resulting from hot water. Based on the lack of evidence from the limited literature cited above that hot water had any advantages over...
cooler water, these authors challenged a statement from the Canadian Center for Occupational Health (CCOP) that recommended hot water for hand washing. Because of possible confusion between warm and hot water, Laestadius and Dimberg used the following temperature classification: (i) cold water, <65°F (<13.3°C); (ii) cool to tepid water, 65 to 90°F (13.3 to 32.2°C); (iii) warm water, 90 to 98°F (32.2 to 36.7°C); and (iv) hot water, 98 to 105°F (36.7 to 40.6°C). Under these definitions, the ASTM and Food Code standards are in the lower range for hot water. The 1998 Canadian Infection Control Guidelines did not specify any water temperature, and the CCOP reversed its position to recommend use of warm instead of hot water. Thus, the temperature of hand washing water should be comfortable, preferably warm but not hot.

**Double hand washing.** Double hand washing is meant to address residual fecal finger contamination, including entrapment of feces in the subungual region of the nails after defecation or contact with door knobs or other restroom surfaces (91, 147, 161), and must include full hand hygiene procedures of washing, rinsing, and drying. A nailbrush is used to produce lather on fingertips, hands, and arm surfaces during initial hand washing. The hands are then rinsed and relathered, without using the nailbrush, by vigorously rubbing hand and arm surfaces, thoroughly rinsed, and then dried with disposable paper towels. A double wash is recommended when employees begin a shift and after they use the toilet. Although this sequential approach has been considered to enhance the efficacy of hand washing, research has shown only a slight gain in cleanliness with the second washing (242). Snyder (210) found that double hand washing was valuable as an alternative to gloving because of the high degree of enteric bacteria removal. The first wash with a nailbrush decreased *E. coli* populations 1,000-fold on fingertips, with a further 50-fold reduction after the second wash. However, because the experimental work was limited to three volunteers using a bacterial load in broth and not heavy soil, other studies with bacteria in ground beef and viruses in vomitus should be conducted to determine whether the >4-log reduction can be achieved under more extreme contamination conditions in food or equipment handling situations. Snyder (211) noted that after a nailbrush is used about 10 times, enough organic material will accumulate in the brush storage sanitizer solution that bacteria could begin to grow, allowing the storage solution to become a source of bacterial contamination for workers’ hands. This possible contamination is the reason why nailbrushes are not recommended for use in high-care food handling facilities in Europe (207).

**SKIN DAMAGE THROUGH EXCESSIVE WASHING**

**Skin damage by scrubbing.** Many workers perform hand washing appropriately and successfully, but some workers scrub hands too aggressively (31, 152), resulting in cracked skin and sores that adversely affect hand hygiene. The use of brushes particularly can cause the skin to become red, dry, chapped, and rough, making the primary barrier against microbial invasion subject to infection. Blood vessels and nerve endings (60, 117) in the dermis are easily exposed, leading to dry chapped skin (1, 98, 107), fissures (112, 114, 136), and irritation and pain (94, 169). Pain occurs as the outer layer of skin, the stratum corneum, becomes eroded, and this pain discourages thorough cleaning and increases the tendency to reduce the frequency of nailbrush use or even hand washing (113, 142, 174). Skin damage may occur because of the way a nailbrush is constructed or the type and stiffness of the bristles; the composition and shape of the bristle tips can influence the degree to which the skin is cut or abraded (193, 206), especially the sensitive skin of the fingertip (57, 105, 193). Nylon brushes and cloths cause friction amyloidosis (89, 217, 244). In a study of nurses’ hands in four hospitals, skin damage was significantly correlated with the type of soap used at work (P = 0.01), number of hand washes per shift (P = 0.0003), and number of times gloves were worn (P = 0.008) (116). Skin damage was not correlated with reported duration of hand washing or brand of glove.

The nursing literature indicates that skin damage and skin squamous cell shedding are both reduced when scrubbing is performed without a brush (73). Scrubbing has consequences beyond skin damage; investigations of nosocomial outbreaks revealed that patient infections occurred when scrubbing by health care workers resulted in hand dermatitis and ultimately lower hand washing compliance. Hand lotions often are used to reduce the risk of chapped hands; however, lotions can occasionally be contaminated, as found in an outbreak of *Pseudomonas* infection in a neonatal intensive care unit (19), which ended when the hand lotion was removed. Because of the difficulty of cleaning under fingernails without doing mechanical damage to the stratum corneum, ABHRs have been considered to replace the nailbrush (97, 114). Loeb et al. (126) found that scrubbing hands with a brush was no better than alcohol and soap treatment for removing normal flora. Early ABHRs were associated with negative skin changes and dry fissured dermatitis. Current products still may cause stinging where small cuts or dermatitis is present, have undesirable added fragrances, and are flammable (31). However, Huynh and Commens (94) recommended ABHRs as an alternative to traditional scrubbing to reduce skin damage.

**Occupational dermatitis.** Occupational dermatitis is widespread in many industries, including those involving food manufacture and preparation. In the United Kingdom, an estimated 84,000 people across all industries have dermatitis caused or made worse by their work, resulting in 132,000 lost working days each year and costs to employers of £20 million (84). The food and catering industries account for about 10% of all cases of occupational dermatitis, with chefs, cooks, kitchen and catering assistants, bar tenders, workers manufacturing many different types of foods, and cleaners at greatest risk. Other than excessive scrubbing of hands, dermatitis can be caused by contact with specific substances at work. In catering and food occupations, prolonged contact with water, soaps, and detergents is responsible for about 55% of dermatitis cases.
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Data generated by several investigators indicate that the
washing phase is approximately 85% effective and the
drying process provides a further 90% reduction in transient
flora (132, 158). Based on laboratory testing with artificial
contaminants, including Salmonella (which can survive for
several hours on fingertips), hand washing, including
washing, rinsing, and drying, commonly produces a 2- to
3-log reduction (99 to 99.9%) (181), although Patrick et al.
(177) claimed that 10 s of drying hands with a towel alone
reduced the microbial population transferred to skin, food,
and food contact surfaces by about 2 log units. Hand drying
effectiveness includes speed of drying, degree of dryness,
effective removal of contaminating microorganisms, and
prevention of cross-contamination (78, 151).

**Hand drying materials.** Ballistic water droplet
generation and spread by shaking the hands instead of
drying or during any hand drying technique, including
wiping wet hands on clothing, should be considered a risk
factor for contamination of food contact surfaces. Moist
surfaces may subsequently encourage microbial growth and
generation of biofilms. Consensus among previous studies
on the best methods for drying hands after washing was not
found (12, 24, 25, 139, 146, 218, 236) partly because most
of these older studies were conducted before air drying was
improved and different drying assessment methods were
used. Although cloth towels are popular because of their
rapid drying, they become contaminated through multiple
usages, and continuous cloth towels run the risk of end-of-
roll contamination by the last user, resulting in transfer of
organisms through communal use and through contact with
surfaces in sinks, on counter tops, or even on the floor. Once
pathogens are deposited on towels, they can survive long
enough to contaminate food and contact surfaces. In a study
of bacterial survival on cloth tea towels used for drying
dishes (140), E. coli O157:H7 was recovered from dishes
after air drying for 72 h, and some dishes remained
contaminated with Salmonella after towel drying, but this
pathogen did not survive as long as did E. coli.

Paper towels are generally considered to be more
hygienic than cloth towels for hand drying (12, 67).
Cellulose fiber is the main material in institutional paper
towels, which are usually made of rougher paper than used
for domestic paper towels. Rubbing hands with the paper
removes transient organisms and dead skin cells (squames)
and is more likely to reach the bacteria from deeper layers

**HAND DRYING**

**Removal of microorganisms through drying.** Transmission of microbes is more likely to occur from wet skin than from dry skin (66, 67, 131, 137, 148, 218) because of the physical aspects of moisture droplet transfer between one surface and another and because the bacteria may be in a physiological state more favorable to colonizing new environments. Patrick et al. (177) found that moist hands transfer microorganisms more readily than do dry hands to chamois representing skin, licorice strips representing food,
and plastic pipette tips representing utilities (food contact
surfaces). Hand drying has two effects: removal of moisture
through absorption and removal of microorganisms through
friction. The friction generated during hand drying is even
more important than that generated during washing because
the soaping stage has loosened the microorganisms from
the skin. The drying stage physically removes microorganisms
in a film of water from the skin by wiping and depositing
them on a towel (23, 42). The coarser the grain of paper
used, the more efficient the friction effect will be for
organism removal (24, 162). Thus, hand hygiene efficiency
is a combination of washing efficiency (soap, water,
rubbing, and rinsing) and hand drying (149, 151, 156).

Other causes of dermatitis are disinfecting tablets used
to wash and sanitize vegetables, curry spices, horseradish,
mustard, garlic, citrus fruits, and latex gloves (84).
Dermatitis can affect both forearms and hands, and extreme
cases can lead to open bleeding and painful lesions, causing
workers to stay off work or even change jobs. Fresh wound
dressings should be applied after hand drying.

*S. aureus* is a frequent colonizer of skin lesions, making
the worker with dermatitis extra cautious about creating
barriers between the skin and food or food contact surfaces.
Hand contact with sanitizers also can promote skin lesions.
Sanitizers (disinfectants) are designed to clean food contact
surfaces and tend to be more chemically active than hand
soaps or detergents (antiseptics) used for hands. Sanitizers
are used under written approved protocols by companies for
sanitation standard operating procedures. Under U.S. federal
regulations, chemicals sold as sanitizers must kill 99.999%
of 75 million to 125 million nonpathogenic *E. coli* and *S.
aureus* cells during a 30-s exposure (241). These products
include chlorine compounds (e.g., sodium hypochlorite and
chlorine dioxide), iodophors, quaternary ammonium com-
ounds, peroxycetic acid, and acid-ionic and fatty acid
sanitizers. The key elements for these sanitizers are
concentration, temperature, and contact time. To avoid
problems, workers must protect themselves from direct
contact with sanitizers during use. Employees can protect
themselves and others by reading and understanding
sanitizer package labels, knowing the characteristics of
each of these chemicals, and preparing appropriate concen-
trations for use. These steps were not followed in a United
Kingdom meat processing plant where 55 employees
suffered from hand dermatitis (85). Hands were routinely
washed with a cleanser (30 to 40 washes per day) and often
immersed in overly hot, softened water containing chlorine
dioxide. Gloves were not routinely used, and there was no
attempt to check the condition of workers’ skin. The
dermatitis outbreak was eventually controlled when the
management (i) reduced and controlled water temperature at
32°C (90°F), (ii) regulated chlorine dioxide dosing at a
continuous acceptable level, (iii) reduced washing by 30%
throughout a shift but maintained adequate food hygiene
standards, (iv) supplied and encouraged the use of
appropriate moisturizing cream, and (v) introduced routine
skin monitoring. More information on occupational derma-
titis in the food industry is available through the United
Kingdom Health and Safety Executive information sheets
(84, 85).
because of friction and absorption of moisture (66). Although coarse paper towels are more effective than those made with softer paper, Heenan (86) argued that attention should be paid to providing adequate supplies of paper towels that are user friendly; harsh, nonabsorbent paper towels could discourage their use. Sprunt et al. (213) found that all types of hand washing agents (even water) were effective when hands were dried with paper towels, and the difference observed among the different sequential washing steps was not considered significant.

Paper towel dispensers may differ in deliverability through design and paper type. Harrison et al. (82, 83) evaluated the efficiency of paper towel dispensers for male and female participants of different heights, each pulling 400 paper towels in controlled hand drying simulations. Considerable variation in dispensing efficiency was found between different towel brands; one towel had significantly superior dispensing properties (P < 0.05) in the generic dispenser. Participants of a shorter height experienced a lower incidence of dispensing malfunction using all towel products and type. Therefore, managers of food operations should carefully consider, for economic and hygienic reasons, the design and location of towel dispensers and the types of towels purchased. Paper towels should be readily available and adequately soft to encourage drying but should still have enough texture to remove pathogens during rubbing (24, 86, 162).

Foot-operated pedals on waste disposal units can prevent recontamination of hands (65). In a survey of 12 food processing or food service facilities, Michaels et al. (158) found coliforms, E. coli, and S. aureus on paper towel dispenser equipment, indicating that wet hands grasping the dispensers to obtain paper towels deposited some transient contaminants before drying began. Thus, hand-operated paper towel dispensers have their limitations. Paper towels also can serve as a barrier between faucet handles and door knobs to prevent recontamination of hands after washing.

**Hand drying systems.** Air drying units and disposable paper towels are increasingly replacing cloth towels except in high-end hotels and restaurants, where cloth towels are monitored for their use and replaced as required. Differing results have been obtained when comparing paper towels and hot air dryers. Gustafson et al. (77) evaluated four different hand drying procedures: cloth towels accessed by a hand-operated activated dryer, and spontaneous room air evaporation. One hundred adult volunteers had their hands artificially contaminated with *Micrococcus luteus*, washed with a nonantibacterial soap, and dried, and the remaining organisms were collected using a modified glove-juice sampling procedure. Gustafson et al. found no significant differences in residual *M. luteus* among drying methods.

Air dryers that are used in many communal washrooms, allow one user at a time, and take up to 1 min to dry the hands have not been convenient and lead to avoidance or incomplete drying. Patrick et al. (177) found that 96% of water was removed from hands in 10 s with cloth towels and in 45 s under warm air. In several studies, on average people spent 22.5 s drying hands, and 41% wiped their hands unhygienically on clothes (24, 102, 139, 191). Because towels are seen as more effective and faster (191) than air for drying hands, towels tend to be preferred by workers. Contradictory evidence has also been found concerning increased contamination of hands due to recirculated air and saturation of air dryer filters with bacteria (115).

Yamamoto et al. (247) argued that holding hands stationary and not rubbing them under warm air dryers was best for removing bacteria, and UV light helped destroy the bacteria during warm air drying. They also stated that paper towels were useful for removing bacteria from fingertips but not from palms and fingers and that hand rubbing during the drying process tends to draw out commensal bacteria to the skin’s surface from deep inside the pores and under the fingernails. Consequently, Yamamoto et al. concluded that rubbing hands under a conventional warm air drier will contribute to both the bacterial load on the surface of the skin and the possible subsequent transfer of bacteria from the hands to other surfaces. This conclusion is in contrast to those from other research but may be explained by the fact that paper drying involves two processes: (i) absorption of water to wick away moisture and bacteria and (ii) friction to remove the surface organisms. Most skin surface contaminants, including pathogens and fecal indicators, are found on fingers, and commensals are found on all parts of hands.

Some researchers have suggested that hot air dryers may disperse microorganisms some distances through the air; for this reason hand towels were considered safer in a clinical area (66, 168). Ngeow et al. (168) found that dispersal of marker bacteria by an air dryer occurred within a radius of about 3 ft (1 m) from the dryer and to the investigator’s laboratory coat. When paper towels were used for hand drying, no dispersal of marker bacteria was found. Some studies indicate that dryers can become reservoirs for human pathogens; microbial counts on hands using such dryers increased by more than 500% in experiments by Knights et al. (102) and Redway et al. (191). In the latter study, bacteria were isolated from swabs taken from the airflow nozzles and air inlets of 35 hot air dryers in nine types of locations (including hospitals, eating places, railway stations, public houses, colleges, shops, and sports clubs). Bacteria were relatively numerous in the airflow and on the inlets of 100% of dryers sampled and in 97% of the nozzles. Staphylococci and micrococci (probably from skin and hair) were blown out of all of the dryers sampled specifically for these bacteria, and 95% had evidence of *S. aureus*. At least six species of enteric bacteria were isolated from the airflows of 63% of the dryers, indicating fecal contamination. A similar 500% increase in aerobic bacteria and coliform counts was noted for hot air dryers located at a seafood processing plant (161). In a similar study, Michaels et al. (155) examined 30 hot air dryers in various locations.
(fast food facilities, food processing centers, supermarkets, hospitals, retirement homes, and hotels) using air exposure samples with petri plates before and after operation and found a >500% increase in bacterial load, which included *S. aureus*, *Enterobacteriaceae*, and mold. In a study of hand washing and hand drying efficacy using a quantitative microbial risk assessment approach, the authors concluded that hot air dryers were less effective than paper towels for removing microorganisms from hands (165). However Taylor et al. (218) did not find that hand dryers were more likely to contaminate the environment with airborne microorganisms than was the act of drying with paper towels. These authors found that air emitted from the outlet of the driers contained significantly fewer microorganisms than did air entering the driers, and drying of hands with hand dryers was no more likely to generate airborne microorganisms than was drying with paper towels.

Levels of microorganisms on external surfaces of hand dryers were not significantly different from those on other washroom surfaces. Differences in such reported results may reflect the different test situations, such as used by Ansari et al. (12), who compared the efficiency of paper, cloth, and electric warm air drying for elimination of rotaviruses and *E. coli* on fingerpads washed with 70% isopropanol, a medicated liquid soap, or an unmedicated liquid soap. These authors found that regardless of hand washing agent, electric drying produced the highest and cloth drying the lowest reduction in the numbers of both test organisms.

Redway and Fawdar (190) summed up the results of the following different studies. In some of these studies (24, 25, 102, 103, 168, 191, 192), warm air dryers were hygienically inferior to towels and could actually increase the number of bacteria on the hands after use. In other studies (47, 77, 139, 146, 177, 218), little significant difference was found between the three hand drying methods. Only Ansari et al. (12) found that warm air dryers were generally hygienically superior to paper towels. Yamamoto et al. (247) found that warm air dryers reduced bacterial numbers when individuals held their hands stationary in the airflow rather than rubbing them, which caused an increase in bacteria, but this method requires a longer time to dry the hands. These authors also found that paper towels reduced the bacterial numbers on the fingertips more than did warm air dryers, a result that agrees with those of the experiments by Redway and Fawdar (190). Much of these differences can be explained by different protocols and sampling procedures (190).

Hand drying machines with faster airflow are currently being installed in public washrooms because when hands are not dried properly after washing, transfer of remaining microorganisms to other surfaces is more likely to occur. Most warm or hot air hand dryers rely on evaporation to remove the water from hands, which often takes ≥30 s with rigorous hand rubbing to achieve a satisfactory effect. A new version of an electric hand drier (Airblade, Dyson, Chicago, IL) was introduced into the United Kingdom in 2006 and the United States in 2007. The Airblade is different from other conventional hand dryers in that instead of having a wide jet of heated air, it uses a “blade,” “knife,” or “sheet” of unheated air traveling at 400 mph (643 kph) through a 0.3-mm gap to strip the water rapidly from wet hands and processes the excess water with a disinfecting iodine resin filter; the water is then dispersed in a mist (26). Hands are not rubbed together. The Dyson Airblade dries hands in 10 s and uses approximately 80% less electricity than do conventional hand dryers.

Snelling et al. (209) compared the Airblade with two other warm air dryers. Hands of volunteers were contaminated by handling uncooked chicken. Washing was performed using the European standard hand washing technique (EN1499:1997 (9)) with nonmedicated liquid soap. After the drier was used, the fingers of each hand were pressed onto a strip of sterile aluminum foil. Bacteria transferred to the foil were eluted and enumerated. The authors found that for a drying time of 10 s the Airblade led to significantly less bacterial transfer than did the other driers (*P* < 0.05). When the other driers were used for longer times (30 to 35 s), the trend was for the Airblade to perform better, but the results were not significant (*P* > 0.05). In this study, rubbing hands while using the driers counteracted the reduction in overall bacterial numbers.

Research sponsored by the paper towel industry revealed that paper towels and the Airblade were equally efficient at drying hands in 10 s and better than a warm air drier at 20 s (190), but concerns were raised about the Airblade’s hygienic performance. For this study, participants were asked to visit a public washroom in a normal fashion and return to the laboratory without washing their hands. Finger and palm prints were then made on the following media: nutrient agar (for total aerobic bacteria), cystine-lactose-electrolyte–deficient medium (for *Enterobacteriaceae* and enterococci), and mannitol-salt agar (for staphylococci). Participants then washed and rinsed their hands for a total of 10 s using liquid soap from a dispenser and running tap water and dried their hands using paper towels (as many sheets as needed in 10 s), a warm air drier (20 s), or the Airblade (10 s). Both types of paper towel reduced the mean numbers of all types of bacteria tested on the fingerpads and the palms, by 44.6 to 91.5% for fingerpads and from 32.8 to 85.2% for palms. The warm air dryer increased the mean numbers of all types of bacteria tested on the fingerpads by 114.1 to 414% and on the palms by 230.4 to 478.8%. The Airblade increased the mean numbers of most types of bacteria tested on the fingerpads (28.0 to 193.3%) and the palms (9.1 to 82.2%). Increases were found with all types of bacteria on all three growth media. The paper towels worked better possibly because the friction generated removed dirt, grease, bacteria, and skin squames from the hands, whereas the air dryers do not generate such friction. Although Redway and Fawdar (190) claimed that the hygienic performance of paper towels was superior to that of two types of electric dryer for reducing the numbers of bacteria on both the fingerpads and the palms, the fact that this research was sponsored by the paper industry begs for an independent peer-reviewed study. Such a study should be focused on actual performance in the food industry rather than with volunteers in the laboratory. The mist generated by these fast driers also should be evaluated.
for bacterial and viral content in addition to monitoring the hands of the users. However, the rapid drying achieved with these fast air driers makes compliance for hand drying more likely in the food service and food processing industries. In the United States, the Airblade is currently the only product that is certified by NSF International under the hygienic commercial hand dryer specification P335 (171), and in the latest version of the Food Code (235) the use of such high-velocity blades of nonheated, pressurized air for hand drying.

In a recent survey of Enterobacter in food industries, 100% of the companies used paper towels in their high- and low-risk food handling areas. In areas where good manufacturing practices are mandated (low-risk areas with dirty incoming raw materials such as meat, fruit, and bakery ingredients), paper towels were preferred (82%) over fabric towels (9%) and warm air hand dryers (5%) (208). Other issues are associated with paper towel use. Paper fragments can enter the food as extraneous matter, and paper towel use has an adverse environmental impact with respect to waste disposal and environmental sustainability.

In January 2009, a survey of 2,000 persons in four major European markets (Germany, France, United Kingdom, and Sweden) was carried out by the Intermeta Business and Market Research Group, a trade organization representing tissue paper producers (10). This survey revealed that public restrooms are of high importance; 28% of the users did not wish to dry their hands if they did not find a “suitable” hand drying device. These users considered cloth towels that have already been used by others and drying devices that are unclean as unacceptable (72 and 59% of users, respectively). The largest group, almost three-quarters of all respondents (72%), put hygiene as the highest requirement for dryers, with speed of drying of less importance (only 22% of users). Paper hand towels provided the highest hygiene perception by almost all respondents (96%). Most users (50%) claimed that the driest feeling comes from using paper towels, and warm air dryers (30% of users) were considered more efficient than pull-down cloth towel rolls (18% of users). However, most of the participants probably had not yet experienced the high-velocity blades of pressurized air driers, such as the Airblade system (which dries much more rapidly than warm air drying equipment), now commonly found in public places in the United Kingdom and increasingly in other countries. In combining all the aspects of preferences, 63% of the survey respondents choose paper hand towels first, followed by warm air dryers (28%), and cloth towel rolls (10%).

Although this survey was conducted on a general population, food workers will take their hand washing and drying preferences into the work place. In contrast to the Intermeta survey findings, recent studies at Campden BRI revealed that hygiene concerns were not a problem for paper towels and air driers. No practical differences were found between the use of a Dyson Airblade, a warm air hand dryer, or paper towels with regard to the generation and spread of microbial aerosols. The number of airborne microbes generated by each of these hand drying methods was considered so low that they would not contribute to environmental microbial loads. As high-velocity air driers increasingly enter the work environment and are in use in public facilities, there will be more opportunities to evaluate their hand drying and hygienic efficiency in a variety of occupational settings.

**CONCLUSION**

Everybody’s hands are frequently contaminated with enteric microorganisms, and food workers are no exception. These workers may be even more exposed because of their work with raw food ingredients and their frequent contact with fellow workers and the public. Fortunately, even hands carrying considerable fecal contamination, e.g., after diapering a child, taking care of an incontinent patient, or working in a slaughterhouse, are rarely contaminated with pathogens or pathogens are present in such low numbers that their transfer to ready-to-eat food is not sufficient to cause illness. Many people, workers included, therefore feel that their hygiene routines are sufficient because no adverse consequences have been experienced over many years of performing the same procedures. Gross hygiene errors in two United Kingdom catering facilities (Scotland and Wales) that had used the same hygiene practices for years were identified only through public inquiries after many cases of E. coli O157:H7 infection and several deaths had occurred (178, 179). Underreporting of illness is sufficiently extensive (13, 144) that some consumers of food prepared by careless workers may have experienced undocumented illnesses, but there is no penalty to the establishment unless the outbreaks are so massive that they cannot be ignored. Thus, frequent contamination of workers’ hands, such as butchery and meat department employees working with raw meat products, is likely and may result in contaminated cooked meat products. Hand hygiene compliance at the retail food service level is known to be inadequate (189, 216). Because it is not possible to maintain a complete oversight system at any jurisdictional level, it is not possible by legislation to achieve 100% compliance for proper hygienic practices in food establishments. An interest in public health safety is what motivates management and employees to take extra steps to produce safe products, and these steps include hand hygiene practices that limit any contaminants coming in contact with food being produced for the public. Compliance begins with a commitment by management to designate safety as the number 1 concern in the establishment (93) and to introduce regular training programs for safe production of food and for when and how to wash hands effectively (182, 194).
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